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Vice Presidents Report - 
November 2016 

In the absence of our 
President Bob, it gives me 
great pleasure to write 
the November report. 

What was initially 
thought to be a relatively 
quiet month on our 
calendar, certainly did not 
turn out that way at all. 

The “Xmas in November 
“dinner on Nov 3rd at the Mother India Restaurant was well 
attended and from my recollections, everyone had a great 
evening. Wonderful food and great entertainment along 
with excellent company ensured that that was the case. 
Congratulations to VP Chris and our Sec Phil, along with 
their wives, for getting the function up and running and 
ensuring it was a success on the night.  

The Nov Medical Mission was conducted on Sat 5th Nov, 
and as always was a great success which is indicative of 

Dave Shine’s good planning.  There is a more detailed 
report later in the newsletter, along with details for the 
Dec Mission, which will take place on Sat 17th Dec, to 
accommodate the Hong Kong “Fat Boys” attendance.  A 
map is included in the newsletter, and as it is our last for 
2016, a good attendance would be very much appreciated. 

On Fri 11th Nov, the local US VFW Post 2485 conducted a 
Veterans Day Service (Remembrance Day for AS, NZ and 
UK) at the Clark Veterans Cemetery. It was a wonderful 
service, very professionally run and exceptionally well 
attended by US expats in the community together with 
very good representation from the AC RSL Sub-Branch. 

The Nov General Meeting that was scheduled for Tues 15th 
did not eventuate due to the fact that we did not have a 
quorum in attendance. This was exceptionally 
disappointing but not totally unexpected as the 
Committee was well aware that many regular attendees 
were away from the area. It has been re-scheduled for the 
20th Dec. 

In closing, I would like to highlight the fact that on the 20th 
Dec, AFTER the General Meeting, the President has 
scheduled his annual President’s Xmas drinks function. A 
wonderful opportunity to get together one last time 
before we all get caught up in the Xmas cheer and head 
our own separate ways.  Hope to see you all there  

Vice President’s Report 
By: Gary  Barnes – Sub-Branch Vice President 
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 As you are aware, our Sub Branch has a 

facility that enables the executive to approve 

short term loans to financial members.  

PLEASE NOTE:- 

Any such loan request must be for 

emergencies only. This included urgent 

medical treatment, hospital etc. It is NOT for 

any other purpose. 

As you are aware, our Sub Branch has a 
facility that enables the executive to approve 
short term loans to financial members.  

PLEASE NOTE:- 
Any such loan request must be for 
emergencies only. This included urgent 
medical treatment, hospital etc. It is NOT for 

any other purpose. 
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DISCLAIMER   The Angeles City Sub-Branch of the R&SLA, the Committee and the Editor take no responsibilities for any errors, omissions or inaccuracies 
contained in this newsletter. Nor do they accept any liability for loss or damage suffered directly or indirectly for use of information contained in this newsletter. 
Nor do they warrant that articles or opinions published in this newsletter are necessarily the opinions held by the Sub-branch, the Committee or the Editor 
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Regret that I had to reduce this article down to fit the page. The only other way was to turn it sideways to give it 

the full page exposure. But if most readers are like me, and unlike the bald eagle to the right, my neck could not 

swivel around sufficiently to get the full picture.  Ed 

 

Sad News 

I have just been advised that long term Sub 

Branch member and Vietnam Veteran Eddie 

Smith has terminal cancer. The disease has 

invaded his lungs, pancreas, liver and 

kidneys. 

Prognosis is, he has maybe a couple of weeks 

before he will succumb to the cancer. Eddie 

was recently discharged from hospital and is 

at home with his family, and has a couple of 

mates, Terry Green and Allan Coyle with 

him giving support and comfort where they 

can.  
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AUSTRALIAN FILIPINOS  
IN CONFRONTATION 

Part 4  :  Commemoration in Australia 

August 2016 marked the 50th anniversary of the Cease Fire and 
Declaration of the End of the Indonesian Confrontation with 
Malaysia (1962-1966).  

Fil-Anzacs in Confrontation 

Between 1962 and 1966, Indonesia and Malaysia fought an 
undeclared war that involved Australia, New Zealand and Britain 
in the defence of Malaysia. For Australians and New Zealanders, 
Confrontation has been dubbed ‘the Forgotten War’ because it 
was an undeclared conflict, it received very little media coverage, 
the Operation ‘Claret’ cross-border patrols remained secret for 
several decades, and it was immediately overshadowed by the 
much greater contribution to the Vietnam War.  

Two Filipino-Australians are known to have served with the 
Australian Services during Confrontation –18195 Private Arthur 
Wallace Butler (3rd Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment) and 
R63987 Radio Operator Special Laurence Charles Jones (Royal 
Australian Navy). Laurie and Arthur are great-grandsons of 
Dionisio Antonio Puerte Spain (1863-1926), a pearl and shell 
diver from Cebu in the Philippines, and his English wife Elizabeth 
(née Massey, 1866-1951). 

Arthur Butler, born in Brisbane on 21 June 1944, travelled to 
Queensland in the early 1960s and put his age up to enlist in the 
Regular Army, and joined the 3rd Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment (3RAR).  

Belonging to 3RAR at this time came with a notable distinction. All 
members wore on each shoulder the gold-framed blue ribbon of 
the US Distinguished Unit Citation, awarded to 3RAR on 23 June 
1951 for “extraordinary heroism and outstanding performance of 
combat duties in action against the armed enemy” near Kapyong 
on 23 and 24 April 1951 during the Korean War. Members of the 
battalion who were present at the Battle of Kapyong wore the 
citation emblem throughout their career, while all other members 
posted to the unit wear the emblem during the term of their 
posting only. The ‘Distinguished Unit Citation’ was retitled 
‘Presidential Unit Citation (Army)’ on 3 November 1966. From 1 
July 1971, the Citation emblem was worn centrally above the right 
breast pocket.  

Butler served with 3RAR at Terendak Camp in in Malacca, 
Malaya, conducting counter-insurgency patrols at the Malay-Thai 
border under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel B A McDonald 
MC. During Confrontation, Arthur Butler deployed to Borneo with 
3RAR and served in Sarawak from 23 March to 28 July 1965, 
guarding an important line of approach from Indonesian territory 
to Kuching, just 50 km from the border. 

 

Commemoration in Adelaide 

In August this year, 36 Malaya and Borneo veterans travelled to 
Kuching, Sarawak in Malaysia to hold a commemoration 
ceremony to mark the 50th anniversary of the end of Confrontation 
and also the 56th anniversary of the end of the Malayan 
Emergency (1948-1960). Five members of the Australian Air 
Force Cadets from 6 Wing (South Australia) mounted the 
catafalque party for the service, under the command of Cadet 
Under Officer Aaron Musk of 604 Squadron. 

Following this reunion visit, in Adelaide on 17 September the 
SA/NT Branch of the National Malaya-Borneo Veterans 
Association of Australia (NMBVAA) held a local commemoration 
ceremony at the West Torrens War Memorial Gardens in Hilton. 
The service was held in the presence of His Excellency the 
Governor of South Australia, the Honourable Hieu Van Le AC. 

Seven members of the Australian Air Force Cadets from 6 Wing 
(South Australia) participated in this ceremony in Adelaide, 
providing a catafalque party and banner supporters under the 
command of Cadet Sergeant Joshua Watson. This continues a 
tradition which has been maintained by 604 Squadron AAFC for 
six years now. 604 Squadron parades at Hampstead Barracks in 
Adelaide.  

Commemoration in Brisbane 

The 50th Anniversary of the end of the Indonesian Confrontation 
was also commemorated on 31 August 2016 at the Royal 
Australian Regiment National Memorial Walk at Enoggera Army 
Barracks. 

The service organised by the NMBVAA Queensland and Brisbane 
Branch began with a march led by the National Servicemen’s 
Memorial Pipes and Drums followed by those ex-servicemen who 
saw service in the Malaysian arena. The Patron of the Branch 
Lieutenant-Colonel Brian Avery gave an address on the history of 
the Confrontation. The names of the Australians and New 
Zealanders who paid the supreme sacrifice in this conflict were 
read out. 

Paul A Rosenzweig 

ThanksDigger@gmail.com 

More info at: https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger  

 

 

Thanks Digger 

The ‘Thanks Digger’ Facebook page has been established as a  
tribute to all Australian Service personnel and others who have 
 served in the defence of Australia and Australia’s interests. 
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger  |  ThanksDigger@gmail.com  

mailto:ThanksDigger@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger
https://www.facebook.com/Thanks.Digger
mailto:ThanksDigger@gmail.com
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Captions 

Image 1: Private Arthur Butler of 3RAR, wearing the gilt-metal 
framed emblem of the US Distinguished Unit Citation on his 
shoulder. (see arrow) 

Image 2: The 6 Wing Australian Air Force Cadets Catafalque 
Party at the West Torrens War Memorial in Adelaide. The 
Cenotaph carried the flags of Australia, Malaysia and Sarawak.  

Images 3 and 4: The Program for the 2016 Malaya-Borneo 
Veterans Day service in Adelaide. 
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STUDENT PLACEMENT PROJECT 

An appraisal of veterans in Victoria after 
their service in the Australian Defence 
Force (ADF) 

Victoria’s former ADF members (50 and under) 
are invited to participate in a short online survey 
which will investigate whether or not veterans assess 
themselves as living a meaningful life post-service, 
and what strategies they use to adapt to civilian life 
and integrate in their local community. 

This research will form the basis for a paper by Mr 
Kiiza Thompson who is currently undertaking his 
3rd year of Bachelor of Arts Community Development 
at Victoria University.  Mr Thompson is currently on a 
student placement program with the Veterans Branch 
of the Department of Premier and Cabinet.   

Please complete the survey by 5:00pm on Sunday 20 
November 2016. The survey should take 
approximately 15-20 minutes to complete. Please 
note, the survey must be completed in one sitting, as 
you will be unable to save and return to it later. 

Please note that participation is voluntary and you are 
not required to answer any question that you do not 
feel comfortable answering. Your answers will 
remain strictly confidential as respondents are 
anonymous. 

To complete the survey go 
to: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/VETS-2016 

Thank you very much for your participation. 

The Victoria State RSL Branch has asked all Sub 

Branches to circulate the above notice. The 
Angeles RSL Sub Branch is happy to comply 
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FACEBOOK - IN REAL LIFE 

This is for those of our older generation who do 
not really comprehend why   Facebook exists and 
for those of the younger generation who wonder 
why some of the older generation, like me 
question why it exists 

 

Presently, I am trying to make friends outside of 
Facebook while applying the same principles. 
Therefore, every day I go down on the street and 
tell the passers-by what I have eaten, how I feel, 
what I have done the night before and what I will 
do tomorrow night.  Then I give them pictures of 
my family, my dog, and me gardening and 
spending time in my pool. 
I also listen to their conversations and I tell them I 
'like' them. 
And it works. 
 

I already have 3 persons following me:  2 police 
officers and a psychiatrist. 
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THE HON DAN TEHAN MP 

MINISTER FOR VETERANS’ AFFAIRS 

  19 November 2016 

75th anniversary of the sinking of HMAS 
Sydney 

Minister for Veterans’ Affairs Dan Tehan said 
Australia remembered the service and sacrifice of 
the 645 crew of HMAS Sydney that sunk 75 
years ago today. 

HMAS Sydney and the German raider Kormoran 
clashed off the West Australian coast resulting in 
the loss of more than 720 men, including all crew 
members aboard Sydney, on 19 November 1941. 

There were no witnesses to the Sydney sinking 
but its wreck was found in 2008 a few hundred 
kilometres off Carnarvon, and about 20kms from 
the wreck of the Kormoran. 

Media Release 

 

Mr Tehan said the tragic loss of Sydney and her 
crew was felt around the country and was a 
tremendous blow to the Royal Australian Navy. 

"The loss of HMAS Sydney’s crew accounted for 
more than a third of the Royal Australian Navy’s 
casualties during World War II," Mr Tehan said. 

"The loss of Sydney and her crew had a major 
impact on the people of Australia because the 
ship’s destruction was so complete — without a 
single Australian survivor — and because the 
circumstances of her loss were clouded in 
mystery. 

"Today we remember the victims of this tragedy 
and all of the Australian servicemen and women 
who have lost their lives in the service of our 
country." 
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Editors note 

A couple of years ago I completed a series of Australian Victoria Cross recipients, which went for a 
couple of years.  

Below is an article I found about a humble American Medal of Honor recipient which is very 
interesting. I looked at trimming the article a bit for space concerns but it deserves to remain 
complete. 

This is focused at our American members. I hope you enjoy the read.                 Larry 

 
“The price of liberty is eternal 

vigilance” 

Lest We Forget 
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When Cadets At The US Air Force 
Academy Realized Their Janitor Was 

Medal Of Honor War Hero 

Perhaps it was the way he carried himself in an 

unassuming and humble manner, but day after day 

hundreds of Air Force Academy cadets would pass this 

janitor in the hall oblivious to the greatness that was 

among them. 

In the mid-1970s, William Crawford might spend one day 

sweeping the halls and another cleaning the bathrooms, 

but it was a day approximately 30 years prior that would 

create for him a special place in the history of war. In 

1943 in Italy, the only thing Private William Crawford was 

cleaning out was German machine gun nest and 

bunkers. 

Without orders, he 
took it upon himself to 
eliminate the threat 
single-handedly. 
Under heavy fire, he 
crawled forward to 
within a few yards of 
the gun and 
placement and lobbed 
a grenade directly on 
top of the three 
defenders. 

◄William J. 

Crawford, Medal of 

Honor recipient. 
 

Meanwhile, the rest of the company finally made it to the 

crest of the hill when they were again coming under fire 

from two more machine gun nests entrenched in a 

higher ridge. Again on his own initiative, Crawford set 

out to destroy the threat. 

Crawling under the storm of bullets, Crawford came 
upon the first machine gun nest and with perfect 
accuracy once again landed a grenade right in their lap. 

Moving on to the second gun, he was able to take it out 
of action causing the rest of the defenders to flee as they 
opted not to stick around for a visit from the man they 
had just watched single-handedly destroy three 
entrenched positions. 

Thanks to Crawford’s gallant actions, Hill 424 was 

successfully overtaken and the Allied advance 

continued. Unfortunately for Crawford, his position at the 

front of the assault would eventually lead to his capture 

by the Germans during the chaos of the battle. 

The rest of the company had believed Crawford was 

killed in action as reports of his gallantry advanced up 

the chain of command. And for his actions that day in 

Italy, William Crawford was posthumously awarded the 

Medal of Honor, but that is not where the story would 

end. 

Under heavy fire and at great risk to himself, his 

gallantry was so audacious that it earned him the Medal 

of Honor and the respect of any man who witnessed his 

actions. And yet, for the cadets at the Air Force 

Academy, it would take a student’s study of the Allied 

campaign in Italy to realize who it was that walked 

among them. 

Once the cadets realized the humble janitor was a 

recipient of the nation’s highest military honor, that would 

never be able to look at him the same and the secret 

was out. 

A Humble Spirit 

William Crawford was born in 1918 in Pueblo, 

Colorado.  For Crawford, he would always call the state 

of Colorado home despite serving a long career in the 

military where he was assigned to various duty stations. 

It was after retiring from the Army that he returned to 

Colorado and took up his job as a janitor at the United 

States Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs. 

The cadets would report that the shy janitor they only 

knew as Mr. Crawford simply blended into the 

background as he did his job without much fanfare. 

However, when one of the cadets began reading a book 

detailing the Allied advance through Italy he came upon 

the story of a Medal of Honor recipient named William 

Crawford. 

Talking to his roommate, Cadet James Moschgat, Class 

of ’77 made the connection and said: said, “Holy cow, 

you’re not going to believe this, but I think our janitor is a 
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Medal of Honor [recipient].” The next day, the cadet took 

the book to Crawford and simply asked if this was him. 

Perhaps weighing whether it was worth it to expose his 

gallantry, Crawford stared at the book for a while then 

simply said, “That was a long time ago and one day in 

my life.” 

He would then be taken back to that fateful day in Italy 

and recount the story as only the man who lived it could 

do.  By September 1943, the Allies were pushing 

through southern Italy slugging it out with a resilient 

German army. 

For Crawford and the 36th infantry division, that would 

place them near Altavilla Silentina with orders to take Hill 

424. 

One Man Assault 

On September 13th, Company I was assaulting enemy 

positions on the hill when the entire company was 

pinned down by intense machine-guns fire and mortars. 

Serving as the squad scout for third platoon, Private 

Crawford was near the front of this assault and located 

the first of the gun positions wreaking havoc on the 

company. 

Enemy artillery in the area. Photo Credit. 

Without orders, he took it upon himself to eliminate the 

threat single-handedly. Under heavy fire, he crawled 

forward to within a few yards of the gun and placement 

and lobbed a grenade directly on top of the three 

defenders. 

Meanwhile, the rest of the company finally made it to the 

crest of the hill when they were again coming under fire 

from two more machine gun nests entrenched in a 

higher ridge. Again on his own initiative, Crawford set 

out to destroy the threat. 

Crawling under the storm of bullets, Crawford came 

upon the first machine gun nest and with perfect 

accuracy once again landed a grenade right in their lap. 

Moving on to the second gun, he was able to take it out 

of action causing the rest of the defenders to flee as they 

opted not to stick around for a visit from the man they 

had just watched single-handedly destroy three 

entrenched positions. 

Thanks to Crawford’s gallant actions, Hill 424 was 

successfully overtaken and the Allied advance 

continued. Unfortunately for Crawford, his position at the 

front of the assault would eventually lead to his capture 

by the Germans during the chaos of the battle. 

The rest of the company had believed Crawford was 

killed in action as reports of his gallantry advanced up 

the chain of command. And for his actions that day in 

Italy, William Crawford was posthumously awarded the 

Medal of Honor, but that is not where the story would 

end. 

Back to Life 

In 1944, the medal was presented to his father who 

accepted it on behalf of his son he presumed to have 

died in combat. But later in 1944 when a group of 

soldiers was rescued from German captivity, it turned 

out William Crawford was among them, oblivious to the 

fact that he was now the recipient of the nation’s highest 

military honor. 

Crawford would continue to serve in the military after 

World War II and retired in 1967 at the rank of Master 

Sergeant.  After his distinguished and yet humble career 

in the military, this unassuming man would take a job as 

a janitor at the United States Air Force Academy in 

Colorado Springs. 

It was here in 1976 that the truth would come out, and 

future Air Force officers would get a lesson in both 

gallantry and incredible humility. As the cadets looked to 

their janitor with a newfound respect, they would 

eventually coax the painfully shy man into speaking 

about his experience to the next generation of leaders. 

In one exchange, Crawford related the point that he 

never personally received his Medal of Honor with any 

ceremony due to his captivity and presumed death. The 

students and staff of the Air Force Academy would 

remember this fact and see to it that he had his day. 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bundesarchiv_Bild_183-J15460,_Italien,_Soldaten_beim_Laden_einer_Pak.jpg
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In 1984 when Pres. Ronald Reagan came to speak at 

that year’s graduation ceremony; they had arranged for 

their gallant janitor to finally stand face-to-face with the 

President of the United States and receive his due 

commendation. 

William Crawford died at the age of 81 in the year 2000 

at his home in Colorado. And although Crawford was a 

veteran of the Army, he would become the only non-U.S. 

Air Force enlisted person buried at the United  

States Air Force Academy Cemetery in Colorado 

Springs. 

The cadets regarded him as one of their own and gave 

him all the respect such a man deserved. 

Credit: “A Janitor’s 10 Lessons on Leadership” – COL 

James E. Moschgat (USAF Ret.) 

The President and 

The Janitor 

Private William Crawford was happy to be home, happy 
to be away from war, and for a time he was happy to be 
a civilian.  He returned to modest accolades in his 
hometown, where he preferred to be just another 
"ordinary" citizen.  He met and married Eileen, and 
began a family that would eventually spread his love to 
two children of his own.  Then, he returned to military 
service, much of it as an Army recruiter in his home town 
of Pueblo, Colorado. 

In 1958, Bill Crawford was one of the Medal of Honor 
recipients selected to participate as the honor guard for 
the burial of the Unknown Soldiers of World War II and 
Korea.  Everyone knew that Bill Crawford had the Medal 
of Honor, and the award itself had been transferred to 
him by his father upon his return.  But when Bill 
Crawford retired from the United States Army in 1967, 
he was one of the few men in history to wear the award 
without having every formally received it.   It had been 
presented posthumously to his father. 

It was upon his retirement that Bill Crawford built, with 
his own hands, a large but modest house in the small 
community of Palmer Lake, Colorado.  From there it was 
a short commute to the Air Force Academy, where he 
performed his duties as a janitor.  Everyone knew Bill 
and Eileen Crawford, and everyone who knew them 
came to love them.  Few people ever knew however, the 

true measure of the man.  Even in a community as small 
as Palmer Lake, most residents didn't know that the man 
who lived down the street was one of the great heroes of 
American history.   

Such awards cannot go unnoticed, however, at a military 
institution like the U.S. Air Force Academy.  Every 
spring, Bill Crawford would pull his Army Dress Blues out 
of the closet and drive the short distance to the Academy 
to present the "Outstanding Cadet" award to a member 
of the graduating class.  Seventeen years after his 
retirement, the most beloved janitor in Colorado Springs 
prepared for this annual ritual, only this time there was a 
new twist.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On May 30, 1984 the presenter became the 
presentee.  The commencement speaker that year was 
the President of the United States, President Ronald 
Reagan.  Looking over the sea of young faces that 
represented the very best our Nation has to offer, he 
said:  "America's men and women of today have made 
us a great Nation."  And then the President turned his 
attention to the past, calling forward a 66-year old janitor 
crisply dressed in a uniform that still fit his trim 
frame.  Forty years after his heroism at Altavilla, Italy 
and 17 years after his retirement from a military career, 
the President hung the Medal of Honor around the 
janitor's neck.   

The cadets themselves, had decided proper recognition 
of their janitor was long overdue, and had taken steps to 
see an "oversight" corrected. 
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